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EE 168                   Handout #   

Introduction to Digital Image Processing      February 5, 2012 
 

 

HOMEWORK 3 – SOLUTIONS 
 

 

 

Problem 1 and 2:  Image Stretching 

 

 

Using the approach from the lecture notes, an image with mean m1 and standard deviation s1 can 

be stretched to get a new mean of m2 and a standard deviation of s2 in the following way: 

 

i) Subtract the mean, m1, of the image from all pixels in the image 

ii) Multiply all pixels by the ratio s2/s1 

iii) Add the new mean m2 to all pixels in the image 

 

After plotting the original image and its histogram (Figure 1-1), we see that the image is notably 

dark (due to the low mean of 86.2) and has low contrast (due to the low standard deviation of 

31.3).  This is improved by linearly stretching the image. 

 

The original and stretched images and their histograms are shown below.   

 

We see that the last stretched image (Figure 1-6), with mean 160 and standard deviation of 80 is 

the most visually pleasing to the eye.  The stretched images with standard deviations of 120 have 

too high of a contrast and those with means of 80 are too dark.  The first stretched image (Figure 

1-2), with a mean of 128 and standard deviation of 80 also looks pretty good.   

 

Note that, due to rounding and clipping, the final computed mean and standard deviation of the 

stretched images do not exactly match the desired ones that we were trying to fit.     
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Figure 1-1:  Original Image and its Histogram 
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Figure 1-2:  Stretched Image with mean 128, std 80 
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Figure 1-3:  Stretched Image with mean 80, std 80 
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Figure 1-4:  Stretched Image with mean 80, std 120 
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Figure 1-5:  Stretched Image with mean 160, std 120 
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Figure 1-6:  Stretched Image with mean 160, std 80 
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Problem 3:  Equalization Stretches 

 

Note that the goal in image equalization is to have equal numbers of pixels in each bin of the 

image histogram; however, this is not always possible since the pixel values are discrete rather 

than continuous.  In this case, pixels in the nth bin of the original image histogram are assigned 

to a new value of m if the cumulative sum up to the nth element of the original histogram falls 

between m x (size/256) and (m+1) x (size/256).  Here, size refers to the total number of pixels in 

the image (540x173).     
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Figure 3-1:  The Equalized image and Its Histogram 

 

 

 

 

Problem 4:  Nonlinear Stretches  

 

The original image is raised to various powers and plotted in Figure 4-1.  The image raised to a 

power of 0.5 is more visually pleasing than the other results, which appear ‘washed out’, having 

less discernible detail.   As we raise the original image to lower fractional powers, the dynamic 

range compresses, thus decreasing the contrast of the resulting image.  This is clearly seen in the 

plot of the image histograms in Figure 4-2, where the ‘Power of 0.2’ histogram shows extreme 

crowding of brightness levels (small dynamic range), which explains why the bright levels of the 

image seem to blend together.   
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Image raised to a power of 0.33
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Figure 4-1:  Original and Nonlinearly Stretched Images 
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Figure 4-2:  Histograms of Original and Nonlinearly Stretched Images
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MATLAB code: 
 

Question 1 and 2:  Image Stretching 
 

v=linspace(0,1,256)'; 

 

fid=fopen('lab3prob1data','rb'); 

a=fread(fid,[540 inf],'uint8');     % a is of size 540 by 173. 

fclose(fid);  

 

histogram=zeros(1,256); 

for i=1:540 

    for j=1:173 

        histogram(a(i,j)+1)=histogram(a(i,j)+1)+1; 

    end 

end 

 

% mean is the image mean, e_X2 is the second moment, and std is the image standard deviation 

mean=sum(histogram.*[0:1:255])/(540*173) 

e_X2=sum(histogram.*([0:1:255].^2))/(540*173); 

std=sqrt((e_X2-mean^2)) 

 

figure;  

subplot(2,1,2); colormap([v v v]); 

stem([0:1:255],histogram) 

title('Histogram for the Original Image') 

subplot(2,1,1); image(a'); 

axis('equal') 

title('The Original Image') 

 

mean_new= [128 80 80 160 160]; 

std_new= [80 80 120 120 80]; 

mean_final = zeros(length(mean_new));  

std_final = zeros(length(std_new));  

 

for ind = 1:length(mean_new),  

    % mean and standard deviation are changed using the procedure  

    % explained in the lecture notes 

 

    b=a-mean; 

    b=(std_new(ind)/std)*b; 

    b=b+mean_new(ind); 

 

    % all pixel values are restricted to the (0,255) range. 

    for i=1:540, 

        for j=1:173, 

            if b(i,j)>255, 

                b(i,j)=255; 

            end 

            if b(i,j)<0, 

                b(i,j)=0; 

            end 

        end 

    end 

 

    histogram=zeros(1,256); 

    for i=1:540, 

        for j=1:173, 

            histogram(round(b(i,j))+1)=histogram(round(b(i,j))+1)+1; 

        end 

    end 

    mean_final(ind)=sum(histogram.*[0:1:255])/(540*173); 

    e_X2_final=sum(histogram.*([0:1:255].^2))/(540*173); 

    std_final(ind)=sqrt((e_X2_final-mean_final(ind)^2)); 
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    figure; subplot(2,1,2); colormap([v v v]);  

    stem([0:1:255],histogram) 

    title(sprintf('Histogram for the image with mean %d , standard deviation  

           %d',mean_new(ind),std_new(ind))) 

    subplot(2,1,1); image(b') 

    axis('equal') 

    title(sprintf('The stretched image with mean %d , standard deviation  

           %d',mean_new(ind),std_new(ind))) 

end 

 

Question 3:  Equalization Stretches 
 

v=linspace(0,1,256)';   %used to set the grayscale colormap 

 

line_length = 540;  

fid=fopen('lab3prob1data','rb'); 

im = fread(fid,[line_length inf],'uint8');     %a is 540x173 

fclose(fid);  

 

nrow = size(im,2); 

ncol = size(im,1); 

num_elem = nrow*ncol;  

 

im_vect=reshape(im,1,num_elem);        %returns a vector of a's columns 

eqbin=num_elem/256; 

hist_im = zeros(1, 256);  

hist_im_inds = zeros(256, num_elem);  

 

for m=1:256, 

   m_inds = find(im_vect == m);  

   hist_im(m) = length(m_inds);  

   if length(m_inds) > 0,       

     hist_im_inds(m, 1:length(m_inds)) = m_inds;     %these are vector indices  

   end 

end 

 

cum_hist_im = cumsum(hist_im);  

im_new_vector = -ones(1, num_elem);  

 

% Pixels in bin histogram n of the original image are assigned to the value m if the  

% cumulative sum of the nth value of the original histogram falls 

% between m*(image_size/256) and (m+1)*(image_size/256) 

 

for n=1:256, 

    for m=1:256, 

        if ((cum_hist_im(n)>(m-1)*eqbin)&(cum_hist_im(n)<=(m)*eqbin)), 

            im_new_vector(hist_im_inds(n,1:hist_im(n))) = m-1; 

        end 

    end 

end 

 

im_new = reshape(im_new_vector, ncol, nrow); 

 

hist_im_new = zeros(1,256); 

for m = 1:256, 

    hist_im_new(m) = length(find(im_new == m-1));   

end 

 

figure;  colormap([v v v]); 

subplot(2,1,2); stem([0:1:255],hist_im_new) 

title('Histogram for the Equalized Image') 

subplot(2,1,1); image(im_new') 

axis('equal') 

title('The Equalized Image') 
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Question 4:  Nonlinear Stretches 
 

fid=fopen('lab3prob4data','rb'); 

im = fread(fid,[540 inf],'uint8'); 

fclose(fid); 

 

v=linspace(0,1,256)'; 

 

im_scaled = im./255;    %scale image to lie between 0 and 1 

power_i = 0.5;  

power_ii = 1/3; 

power_iii = 0.2;  

im_power_i = im_scaled.^(power_i); 

im_power_i = im_power_i.*255; 

im_power_ii = im_scaled.^(power_ii); 

im_power_ii = im_power_ii.*255;  

im_power_iii = im_scaled.^(power_iii); 

im_power_iii = im_power_iii.*255;  

 

figure;  colormap([v v v]); 

subplot(2,1,1); image(im'); 

axis('image') 

title('The Original Image') 

subplot(2,1,2); image(im_power_i'); 

axis('image');  

title(sprintf('Image raised to a power of %4.2f', single(power_i)));  

figure; colormap([v v v]); 

subplot(2,1,1); image(im_power_ii'); 

axis('image');  

title(sprintf('Image raised to a power of %4.2f', single(power_ii))); 

subplot(2,1,2); image(im_power_iii'); 

axis('image');  

title(sprintf('Image raised to a power of %4.2f', single(power_iii))); 

 

 


